Introduction
A natural way to construct a random n × n Markov matrix is to assign i.i.d. (independent and identically distributed) non-negative weights X i,j with a given law L to each ordered pair (i, j), i, j = 1, . . . , n, and then consider the stochastic matrix M obtained by normalizing each row with the corresponding row sum: If ρ i = 0 for some i, it is understood that M i,i = 1 and M i,j = 0 for all j = i. The random matrix M has independent rows but non-independent columns. The eigenvalues of M , that is the complex roots of det(M − z), are denoted by λ 1 , . . . , λ n . Since M is a stochastic matrix, one has λ 1 = 1 and |λ j | 1, j = 2, . . . , n; see e.g. [15, Chap. 8] . If the symmetry of the weights X i,j = X j,i is imposed, then the resulting Markov chain is reversible with respect to the row sum measure ρ i , and has real spectrum. Such reversible models have been studied in [5, 6] . Here we consider the case where X i,j and X j,i are independent. In this case the Markov chain is non-reversible and has complex eigenvalues.
If L has finite second moment, it was shown in [8] that the spectrum is asymptotically uniformly distributed in the disc of radius σ/ √ n, where σ 2 denotes the variance of L, i.e.
where U is the uniform law on the unit disc D = {z ∈ C : |z| 1} and denotes the weak convergence of probability measures with respect to continuous and bounded test functions. Similar results were recently obtained for discrete matrices with given row sums [17] , for the ensemble of uniformly random doubly stochastic matrices [13, 16] and for random matrices with exchangeable entries [1] .
In this paper we consider the infinite variance case. We shall actually restrict our attention to the particularly interesting case where the law L of the entries has infinite first moment. Our main results can be formulated as follows. We assume that for some α ∈ (0, 1), the random variables X i,j are i.i.d. copies of a random variable x satisfying the assumptions below:
(H1) x is a non-negative random variable such that c := lim t→∞ t α P(x t) > 0.
(1.3) (H2) x has a bounded probability density function.
It is well known that a random variable satisfying (H1) is in the domain of attraction of an α-stable law. An example of random variable satisfying both (H1) and (H2) is x = U −1/α , where U is any bounded non-negative random variable with continuous probability density ϕ on [0, ∞) such that ϕ(0) > 0. We recall that for every fixed i, the ordered rearrangement of the random row vector {M i,j , j = 1, . . . , n} converges weakly to the Poisson-Dirichlet distribution with parameter α ∈ (0, 1); see [18] , [6, Lem. 2.4] . Thus, one expects that the distribution of eigenvalues of M converges to a nontrivial probability measure on the unit disc D without any further rescaling. This is what we prove in Theorem 1.2 below. The proof, following the "objective method" philosophy [3] , will be based on the construction of an infinite random tree that can be identified as a suitable local limit of the random matrix M .
As usual for the non Hermitian setting, the analysis of the eigenvalues starts with the understanding of the asymptotic behavior of the singular values of M − z, for z ∈ C. Here and below, if no confusion arises, we write z for the diagonal matrix zI. Consider the singular values s k,z , k = 1, . . . , n, that is the eigenvalues of (M − z)(M − z) * , and write ν M,z for the associated empirical distribution: The proof of Theorem 1.1 is based on the local convergence of the 2n × 2n Hermitian matrix
to the self-adjoint operator associated to a rooted random weighted infinite tree. In particular, the measure ν α,z will be interpreted as the expected value of the spectral measure associated to this random rooted tree. While this line of reasoning is entirely parallel to the arguments introduced in [7] , an important difference here is that the resulting tree is the outcome of a branching process where two distinct offspring distributions alternate at each generation; see Section 2 below. In contrast with [7] , the row sum normalization in M introduces dependencies in the random weights of the limiting tree, making the recursive distributional equation characterizing the spectral measure harder to analyze; see Section 3.4 below. Note that in contrast with the eigenvalues, the distribution of the singular values of M has unbounded support. On the other hand, unlike the case of singular values of i.i.d. heavy tailed matrices [4, 7] , it has finite exponential moments.
Next, we turn to the empirical distribution of the eigenvalues of M :
(1.8)
Theorem 1.2 (Eigenvalues). If (H1) and (H2) hold then there exists a probability measure µ α on the unit disc D, depending only on α, such that almost surely
Moreover the probability measure µ α is isotropic, and it is neither concentrated at zero nor at the boundary of D.
The proof of Theorem 1.2 is based on Girko's Hermitization method [14] , that is we use logarithmic potentials together with the convergence of the singular values of M − z expressed by Theorem 1.1; see [11] for a survey of the method. A crucial point of this approach is the uniform integrability of the logarithmic function for the measures ν M,z , as n → ∞. Two key facts are needed to establish this property. The first step is the proof that for almost all z ∈ C the smallest singular value of M − z is bounded below by an inverse polynomial of n with high probability; see Theorem 4.2 below. This estimate uses the assumption (H2). The second step is an adaptation of the Tao and Vu analysis [21] of the singular values in the bulk. These steps are approached by a combination of methods introduced in [7] and [8] . In both cases, however, the present setting requires a nontrivial extension of the known arguments.
We refer to Figure 1 for simulation plots of the spectrum of M . Figure 1 prompt the conjecture that the spectral measure µ α is supported on a disc D α := {z ∈ C : |z| r α } for some r α ∈ (0, 1), where r α → 1 as α → 0 and r α → 0 as α → 1. A closer look at simulations actually suggests an even stronger conjecture, namely that with high probability, except for the eigenvalue λ 1 = 1, the Markov matrix M has a spectral radius strictly less than 1: [10] ; see also [9] for related recent progress concerning sparse random directed graphs.
Remark 1.3 (Edge behavior: conjectures). The pictures in
A remark concerning the case where the variable x satisfies (H1) with α ∈ (1, 2): in analogy with results from [6, 7] we expect that in this case the rescaled eigenvalues 11) where µ ′ α is the isotropic probability measure with unbounded support on C, associated to the i.i.d. matrix X; see [7, Th. 1.2] . The case α = 1 should require a logarithmic correction.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we obtain some preliminary properties of the model and describe the alternate Poisson weighted tree that will be used in the proof of Theorem 1.1. The latter is given in Section 3. Finally, in Section 4 we prove Theorem 1.2.
Local convergence to the alternate Poisson weighted tree
The key conceptual step is to associate to our matrix M a limiting random weighted tree. We follow what is by now a well established strategy; see [2, 3, 12, 6] . We start with some facts on convergence to Poisson point processes for sequences of heavy tailed random variables; see e.g. [20] for more background. 
is distributed as the Poisson point process with intensity φ(t) = αt −α−1 on [0, ∞). In this case we say that the ranked vector {ξ i } has law PPP(α). Moreover, for α ∈ (0, 1), the variable S = ∞ i=1 ξ i has the one sided α-stable law, with Laplace transform
The law of the normalized ranked vector
is called the Poisson-Dirichlet law with index α; see [18] for a detailed account. We shall refer to it as PD(α). The next lemma summarizes the key convergence results for the rows of the matrix M . We recall that here convergence in distribution of a ranked vector coincides with weak convergence, for every fixed k ∈ N, of the joint law of the first k maxima of the vector. We write [n] for the set {1, . . . , n}. The above lemma is well known; we refer e.g. to [6, Lem. 2.4] for a proof. We turn to column vectors. Here the convergence result is less immediate. We start with an auxiliary lemma. While Lemma 2.1 does not require the full strength of the assumption (H1), the usual regular variation assumption being sufficient [6] , below we do use (H1) in a more stringent way. 
Lemma 2.1 (Poisson Point Processes and Poisson Dirichlet distributions). Let
X i,j , i, j ∈ [n] be i.i.d.
copies of a random variable x satisfying (H1). Define
where γ is the constant
. 
From Lemma 2.1 we know that µ n converges weakly to µ, the law of S in (2.2). We are going to prove that for any t > 0:
Notice that (2.6) proves (2.4) since by direct computation, using (2.2) and αΓ(α) = Γ(1 + α),
To prove (2.6), fix ε > 0 and start by observing that
Indeed, |L(a n ts) − c| → 0 as n → ∞, uniformly in s ε. Also,
by weak convergence. This implies (2.7). Next, we show that for any constant K > 0,
The obvious bound L(u) u α , u > 0, yields L(a n ts) cs α t α n. Therefore, 10) which decays exponentially in n for any fixed K > 0. This, together with (2.9), implies (2.8).
Finally, consider the integral
Since s K/a n , (1.3) shows that L(a n ts) 2c if K = K(t) is large enough. Therefore (2.11) is bounded by 
P(E c ) decays to zero exponentially in n from the Chernoff bound. Thus the first term above vanishes in the limit n → ∞. We now consider the second term. For any k ∈ [pn/2, n − 1] one has that ν k is the law of λS, for a constant (2.12) . This ends the proof of (2.6). We can now state the main results concerning convergence of columns of M .
Lemma 2.3 (Ranked rearrangements). In the setting of Lemma 2.1, let
(use e.g. lexicographic order to break ties if necessary), and defineM j,1 := M π(j),1 . 
For any
k ∈ N, (M 1,1 , . . . ,M k,1 ) converges in distribution to (ω 1 , . . . ,ω k ), defined bŷ ω i := ξ i ξ i + S i ,(2.ω i := ξ i ξ i + q ,(2.
15)
with {ξ i } as above, and q is the constant
It follows thatM
. 1 . Therefore, see (2.16), one must havê 1 .
From part 1 of the lemma it follows that max i=1,...,ℓρ
converges in distribution to
, and therefore, for all fixed ℓ ∈ N:
Thus, it suffices to prove that for any t > 0:
From Lemma 2.1, for any ε > 0,
Thus, using a union bound, to prove (2.18) we can restrict ourselves to the proof that for any fixed t > 0: lim
However, as in (2.7) we have
From the estimates (2.8) and (2.12) one obtains (2.19) . This concludes the proof of (2.17). It remains to prove that the ranked values of the limiting sequence have the same law of {ω i } in (2.15). To this end, define
The W j are i.i.d. random variables. From Lemma 2.2 we know that, as n → ∞,
Then, by a well known criterion, see [20, Th. 5.3] , the ranked rearrangement of {q W j , j ∈ [n]} converges in distribution to {ξ i } with law PPP(α), and from (2.21) it follows that the ranked rearrangement of (M j,1 , j = 1, . . . , n) converges in distribution to {ω i } as claimed.
The alternate Poisson weighted tree.
Here we define the limiting random rooted tree to be associated to the matrix M . We start with some standard notation. The vertex set V of the tree is deterministic, and it is defined as the countable set of all points k of the form k = (k 1 , . . . , k m ) for some m ∈ N and k i ∈ N, for all i = 1, . . . , m, together with the root vertex ∅.
Here N is the set of positive integers. The interpretation is that kj is the j-th child of vertex k. Thus, if k = ∅ is the root, then ∅j or simply j denotes the j-th vertex in the first generation. Note that for any k ∈ V , k = ∅, there is a unique pair (v k , i k ), with v k ∈ V , and
. . , k m ) for some m ∈ N, we write d(k) := m, and say that k belongs to the m-th generation, or equivalently that k is at distance m from the root.
, denote independent copies of the Poisson process {ξ i } with law PPP(α), as in (2.1). We can now define a random rooted tree T 0 as the undirected weighted tree with vertex set V , with root at ∅, with edges connecting vertices k, k ′ ∈ V if and only if k ′ = kj or k = k ′ j for some j ∈ N, and with edges {k, kj} carrying the weight ξ (k) j . We often use the notation
for the weight along the undirected edge {k, kj}. Next, let us define
i . Clearly, S k , k ∈ V are independent copies of the one sided random variable with law (2.2). Let us modify the tree T 0 as follows. We say that k ∈ V is even (respectively odd) if d(k) is even (respectively odd). The root counts as an even vertex. Let T + denote the tree with the same vertex set and edge set as T 0 but with weights
As before, in (2.25) the pair (v k , i k ) is defined by the relation k = (v k , i k ), and we use the convention that if k = ∅, then ξ
In particular, the weights of the edges from the root to the first generation have the law PD(α) as in (2.3). We remark that with these definitions one hasζ
Also, remark that the weights {ω
j , j ∈ N} are independent of all weights of the form
In particular, the randomness starts afresh at every odd generation.
For any k ∈ V one hasζ
On the other hand the valuesω (k) j , j ∈ N are not necessarily ranked. As in Lemma 2.3 we may consider the ranked rearrangement of the weights {ω (k) j }. Proceeding top to bottom from the root one can then define a new tree T + isomorphic toT + and such that all weights are ranked in the sense that
In a similar fashion, we may define the weighted rooted tree
are defined by (2.25). Then, by taking ranked rearrangements one defines the tree T − such that
2.3. Adjacency operators on trees. Consider the Hilbert space ℓ 2 (V ) of square integrable sequences ϕ : V → C, with the scalar product defined by
The indicator functions 1 k defined by 1 k (k ′ ) = δ k,k ′ form an orthonormal basis. The weights (2.23) produce almost surely a densely defined symmetric operator T 0 acting on ℓ 2 (V ) by the formula
is not an edge of the tree, that is k ′ = kj and k = k ′ j for all j ∈ N. In the same way, using the matrix elements (2.24) and (2.27) we define the operators T + and T − respectively, together with their ranked versions T + and T − . All the operators defined above have dense domain D, defined as the set of finitely supported vectors, and are symmetric in ℓ 2 (V ). With a slight abuse of notation we identify them with their closure. It is crucial for our purposes that these operators are actually self-adjoint; see e.g. [19] for background on self-adjointness of a symmetric unbounded operator. On the other hand, for k odd and κ > 0, define the variables
where {ω
For any κ > 0, the random variables {τ κ (k), k odd} are independent and identically distributed. Thus, the very same proof of [6, Prop. A.2] applies, provided we prove that for fixed k odd, one has Eτ κ (k) < ∞ for all κ > 0 and Eτ κ (k) → 0, as κ → ∞. Now, by Lemma 2.3, τ κ (k) has the same law of the first t 0 such that
κ; see (2.15). In particular, it is stochastically dominated by the random variablē 
, where k i ∈ {1, . . . , b}, and ℓ h, together with the root vertex ∅. That is, V b,h is the finite subset obtained from V by considering only the first b children of each node, and stopping at the h-th generation. As
) revealing the alternating ranked rearrangements of rows and columns of the matrix X starting with the row labeled i 0 (respectively, starting with the column labeled i 0 ). The map
is defined as follows. Start with φ + (∅) := i 0 . Let X i 0 ,π(j) , j = 1, . . . , b, denote the first b terms of the ranked rearrangement of the row (X i 0 ,j , j ∈ [n], j = i 0 ) (as usual we break ties using the lexicographic ordering if necessary). Set φ + (j) := π(j), j = 1, . . . , b. Thus far we have defined the map φ + on the root vertex and the first generation vertices. To uncover the second generation, set I = {i 0 }, and let X π 1 (j),π(1) , j = 1, . . . , b, denote the first b terms of the ranked rearrangement of the column (X j,π (1) , j ∈ [n], j / ∈ I), and set φ + (1j) : We now go back to the general setting. To link our original matrix X with the limiting tree T 0 we need a further step, namely bipartization. Let A denote the 2n × 2n bipartite symmetric matrix 5 used in the proof of Lemma 2.6.
The above defines two injective maps ±,n has a fixed number of vertices but the value of edge weights depends on n. See Figure 2 for an explanatory example. At any finite n the network can well have cycles, but these tend to disappear as n → ∞ as the next lemma shows. Weak convergence of finite random networks is defined as weak convergence of the joint law of edge weights in the natural way. +,n converges weakly, as n → ∞, to the restriction of the random tree T + to the vertex set V b,h . There is a delicate point here due to the fact that while rows of M are independent, the columns are not. The dependence stems from the normalizing sums ρ u , but with a little care it can be shown to be negligible in the limit. We carry out the details below for the first two generations of the tree. Notice that once the convergence of B 
All other edges have weight zero. Set ρ
, and define a new network G ′ n such that G ′ n coincides with G n except that on edges {2, 21} and {2, 22} one has (2) . Then there are no dependencies anymore and an application of Lemma 2.3 yields the desired convergence for the network G ′ n . It remains to show that G n (2, 21) − G ′ n (2, 21) and G n (2, 22) − G ′ n (2, 22) converge to zero in probability. However, this follows from the fact that a −1 n X π 2 (j),π(1) → 0 in probability for j = 1, 2.
Operator convergence.
We recall a notion of local convergence that we already used in [6, 7] . Let D denote the dense subspace of finitely supported vectors in ℓ 2 (V ). Given a sequence of bounded self-adjoint operators T n , a self-adjoint operator T such that D is a core for T , and a sequence of vertices u n ∈ V , we write (T n , u n ) → (T , ∅) if there exists a sequence of bijections σ n : V → V such that σ n (∅) = u n for all n and such that
in ℓ 2 (V ), for any ϕ ∈ D. With slight abuse of notation, above we have used the symbol σ n to indicate both the bijection on V and the isometry acting on ℓ 2 (V ) induced via σ n 1 v = 1 σn(v) . In Section 3.1 below, the convergence of self-adjoint operators defined above will be used to derive convergence of the corresponding spectral measures.
Given the matrix A in (2.33), we define the operator T n (X) as follows. As usual, let j ∈ N denote the elements of V belonging to the first generation. Then, set
and 1 u , T n (X)1 v = 0 for all u, v ∈ V that are not both in the first generation. By linearity, for every fixed n, (2.37) defines a random bounded self-adjoint operator T n (X) on ℓ 2 (V ). Similarly, we define the random bounded self-adjoint operators T n (M ) by
for all i, j ∈ N, and 1 u , T n (M )1 v = 0 for all u, v ∈ V that are not both in the first generation, where B is the matrix in (2.35).
Theorem 2.8.
It is possible to realize the random operators T n (X), T ± n (M ) and T 0 ,T ± , T ± on the same probability space in such a way that the following holds almost surely, for all i 0 ∈ N, as n → ∞:
Proof. We proceed as in [7, Th. 2.10] . By Lemma 2.6 and Skorokhod's representation theorem one can realize the operators T n (X) and T 0 on the same probability space in such a way that for all b, h ∈ N, for all u, v ∈ V b,h as n → ∞, almost surely
where the injective map ψ + : V b,h → [2n] depends on b, h, and n. Thus, by a diagonal extraction, one can find a sequence of bijective maps σ n : V → V such that σ n (∅) = i 0 , the fixed initial index, and almost surely
Thus, (2.40) expresses the convergence σ −1 n T n (X)σ n → T 0 , in the usual sense of weak convergence of operators on a Hilbert space. To turn this into the required strong convergence in (2.36) it is then sufficient to prove almost sure uniform (in n) square-integrability of the vector { 1 u , σ −1 n T n (X)σ n 1 v , u ∈ V } for any fixed v ∈ V . The latter can be obtained as in [7, Th. 2.10] . This ends the proof of part 1.
To prove part 2, we proceed in a similar way. By Lemma 2.7 and Skorokhod's representation theorem one has that for all b, h ∈ N, for all u, v ∈ V b,h as n → ∞, almost surely
As above one can find a sequence of bijective maps σ n : V → V such that σ n (∅) = i 0 , and almost surely
Now, (2.42) proves that σ −1 n T n (M )σ n →T + weakly. The same integrability as above applies here and strong convergence follows. To prove that (T n (X), i 0 + n) → (T − , ∅), we repeat the steps above, recalling that now ψ − (∅) = i 0 + n and therefore the bijection σ n satisfies σ n (∅) = i 0 + n.
To prove part 3, observe that from the argument in the proof of Lemma 2.3 we know that there are bijections
converges to the restriction of T ± to V b,h . One can then repeat the argument in (2.40) and (2.42) with ψ ± replaced by the composed map
Convergence of singular values
Here we prove Theorem 1.1. We shall need the following extension of Theorem 2.8. For any z ∈ C, let A(z) and B(z) denote the matrices (cf. (2.33) and (2.35))
Let also T n (X, z) and T n (M, z) denote the associated adjacency operators defined as in (2.37) and (2.38) respectively with A replaced by A(z) and B by B(z). To describe the local convergence of these new networks we proceed as follows. Let us start with A(z). We define the limiting tree T 0 (z) recursively. Consider the previously defined tree T 0 rooted at ∅. Call T 1 (z) the new tree obtained by appending an outgoing directed edge with weight −z (respectively −z) to every even vertex (respectively, odd vertex) of the tree, including the root. Thus T 1 0 (z) is a tree with pending nodes (leaves) at the endpoints of the added directed edges. Next take i.i.d. copies of T 0 and append one of them to each pending node in T 1 0 (z). Now, call T 2 0 (z) the tree obtained by appending an outgoing directed edge with weight −z (respectively −z) to every new even vertex (respectively, odd vertex) of the tree, where new means that it was not a vertex of T 1 0 (z) (the leaves of T 1 0 (z) do not count as new). Next take i.i.d. copies of T 0 and append one of them to each pending node in T 2 0 (z). Recursively, we then construct trees T k 0 (z), k = 1, 2, . . . . Repeating ad libitum this procedure yields the random tree that we call T 0 (z).
The treesT ± (z) are defined in a similar way. ForT + (z), we start withT + and produce the tree T 1 + (z) by appending an outgoing directed edge with weight −z (respectively −z) to every even vertex (respectively, odd vertex) of the tree, including the root. Then we append i.i.d. copies ofT + (respectivelyT − ) to every even (respectively odd) pending node, and we proceed recursively as above. Here a leaf is even (respectively odd) if it is the endpoint of a directed edge emanating from an odd (respectively even) vertex. To defineT − (z) we proceed exactly as above with the role of even and odd interchanged. If instead we use T ± , the ranked versions ofT ± , we obtain trees that we will call T ± (z).
All the above defined trees naturally define, via adjacency, linear operators on the Hilbert space ℓ 2 (V ). To ensure the symmetry we use the convention that when there is a directed edge (k, k ′ ) with weight z there is also the opposite edge (k ′ , k) with weightz. The following theorem is a direct generalization of Lemma 2.4 and Theorem 2.8. We omit the details of the proof.
Theorem 3.1. It is possible to realize the random operators T n (X, z), T ±
n (M, z) and T 0 (z), T ± (z), T ± (z) on the same probability space in such a way that the following holds almost surely, for all fixed z ∈ C, i 0 ∈ N, as n → ∞:
3.1. The spectral measure. For every z ∈ C, let µ (z) ± denote the spectral measure at the root of the self-adjoint operatorT ± (z). This is the unique probability measure on R such that for every η ∈ C + := {w ∈ C : Im(w) > 0}:
where (T ± (z) − η) −1 denotes the resolvent ofT ± (z) at η ∈ C + , and for any probability measure µ on R we let m µ : C + → C + denote the Cauchy-Stieltjes transform defined by
(η) is a bounded random variable for each η ∈ C + .
From elementary spectral theory we know that for each fixed n ∈ N one has 1 2n
where µ 
In particular, the above convergence holds in distributions. Since the random variables are bounded, one has convergence of the expected values. Thus, using linearity and exchangeability in (3.3), it follows that for any
whereμ (z) denotes the probability measurē
3.2. Proof of Theorem 1.1. From (3.7) we know that
for all η ∈ C + . It is well known that convergence of the Cauchy-Stieltjes transform implies weak convergence. Therefore Eµ ν α,z as n → ∞, almost surely, for each z ∈ C. That ν α,z depends on z ∈ C only through the absolute value |z|, and has bounded exponential moments is shown in Lemma 3.2 below. Unbounded support is proven in Lemma 3.3. This will complete the proof of Theorem 1.1. In Section 3.4 we shall discuss the recursive distributional equations satisfied by the Cauchy-Stieltjes transforms µ (z) ± (η). 3.3. Properties of the singular values distribution. Here we use estimates on moments of ν α,z to prove that all exponential moments of ν α,z are finite, that ν α,z depends on z ∈ C only through the absolute value |z|, and that the support of ν α,z is unbounded.
Lemma 3.2 (Singular values moments).
For any λ > 0 and any z ∈ C, α ∈ (0, 1),
Moreover ν α,z = ν α,w for all z, w ∈ C such that |z| = |w|.
Proof. Define the moments
For n even, we have
Let Γ k denote the set of all paths of length n = 2k on the tree which start and end at the root. Let also w ± (γ) denote the weight of one path γ ∈ Γ k , so that
The weight w ± (γ) can be written as the product
where γ 1 , . . . , γ n−1 denote the ordered vertices visited by the path after leaving ∅ and before returning to ∅, and for simplicity we have omitted the explicit dependency on z from our notation.
We are going to prove that for any k ∈ N,
where Ψ := ∞ j=1 ω 2 j , and {ω j } is defined in (2.15). Once (3.12) is established we may write
From the definition of C(z, k) one has C(z, k) C(z, 2k) and therefore
where we use cosh(t) e t , t 0, and (1 ∨ Ψ) 1 + k ω k . On the other hand, from Campbell's formula we have, for any λ ∈ R:
which proves (3.9). It remains to prove (3.12). To illustrate the computation, let us first consider the cases n = 2, 4 in detail. When n = 2,
where {ζ k }, {ω k } are defined in (2.3) and (2.15) respectively. Since 0
If n = 4 we can partition the paths in Γ 2 into two families: the ones that reach distance 2 from the root, say Γ 2 2 , and the ones that do not, say Γ 1 2 . The first term gives
where {ζ k }, {ω k } are independent, and
where {ξ k }, {ξ
j } are independent processes with laws PPP(α), and
j ; see (2.25). In particular, using ξ
The second family of paths contributes
Using again 0 ζ k , ω k 1,
To estimate the general case n = 2k, let D k denote the set of Dick paths of length 2k, i.e. the set of all Z + paths staring at 0 and ending at 0 after 2k steps. In particular,
k . The set Γ k can be partitioned according to the distance from the root at each step. This is encoded by a single element of D k , with the natural correspondence: say Γ η k , where η = (0, η 1 , . . . , η 2k−1 , 0) ∈ D k , is the set of all paths γ ∈ Γ k such that after j steps, γ has distance η j from the root, for all j = 1, . . . , 2k − 1. Then
For a fixed η, we can write the path γ ∈ Γ η k as γ = (∅, γ 1 , . . . , γ 2k−1 , ∅) where γ i is the label of the vertex after i steps, so that γ i is at distance η i from the root. Now consider the set of indexes i 1 , . . . , i ℓ such that η im = max{η 1 , . . . , η 2k−1 }. Reasoning as above we can write
where we use the notation γ (γ i 1 , . . . , γ i ℓ ) for the path γ once the vertices γ i 1 . . . , γ i ℓ have been removed. Notice that this is now a path of length 2k − 2ℓ. Then we may proceed by recursion. Using C(z, ℓ)C(z, m) C(z, ℓ + m) , which follows by Hölder inequality, we obtain
for every fixed η ∈ D k . In conclusion this proves
This ends the proof of (3.9).
To show the last assertion in the lemma, notice that it suffices to show thatμ (z) =μ (w) , for all z, w ∈ C with |z| = |w|. Clearly, odd moments ofμ (z) are equal to zero. Sinceμ (z) has finite exponential moments, it is uniquely determined by the numbers m n , n even, as in (3.10); see e.g. [19] for sufficient conditions in the classical moments problem. From the expression of the path weights w ± (γ) in (3.11), we see that each edge weight u of the tree appears only through the value |u| 2 . Therefore, the moments m n do not change if we replace z by w with |z| = |w|.
Lemma 3.3 (Support).
For any z ∈ C, α ∈ (0, 1), the support of ν α,z is unbounded.
Proof. It suffices to show m 1/k 2k → ∞, k → ∞, where m n is defined in (3.10) . Notice that
where the bound is obtained by restricting to paths that are always at distance at most 1 from the root and we write Ψ = ∞ j=1 ω 2 j as before. Now, Ψ is an unbounded random variable, and P(Ψ > t) > 0 for all t > 0. Indeed, a simple estimate on P(Ψ > t) can be obtained by observing: for any n 1, Ψ nω 2 n , and ω 2 n (1+q) −2 if ξ n = qω n /(1−ω n ) 1; from (2.1) one has that the event ξ n 1 has probability at least e −1 /n! so that for all n ∈ N,
Therefore m 2k t. Letting t → ∞ proves the claim.
3.4. Recursive distributional equations. Let us first recall some important formulas for resolvents on a tree. Let A denote a self-adjoint operator defined by a weighted tree via adjacency; see Section 2.3. In particular, we write A(u, v) = A(v, u) for the complex valued weight of the directed edge (u, v) if v = uj or u = vj for some j ∈ N and A(u, v) = 0 otherwise. For η ∈ C + , we let
denote the resolvent's diagonal entry at the root. Let also u j = A(∅, j) denote the weight from the root to the j-th child. If we remove the j-th edge from the root, i.e. the edge with weight u j , we are left with two disconnected weighted trees, one rooted at ∅ and one rooted at j. LetĀ j and A j denote the associated self-adjoint operators respectively. For any η ∈ C + , we letR η j and R η j denote the corresponding resolvent's diagonal entries at the respective roots. We refer to [6, Th. 4 .1] for a proof of the following lemma. 
Moreover,
We are interested in the law of the random variable
It is convenient to introduce also the modified treeT ± (z) defined as the connected component at the root obtained from the treeT ± (z) after the removal of the edge with weight −z emanating from the root. Note that this tree still depends on z since all remaining children of the root have an edge with weight −z emanating from them, and so on; see the definition ofT ± (z) after (3.1). Set
Proposition 3.5 (Recursive distributional equations). For any η ∈ C + , z ∈ C, the random variables h (±) := h (±) (η, z) andh (±) :=h (±) (η, z) satisfy the following distributional equations: 19) and (h (−) ,h (−) ) satisfy the system of distributional equations
, and
independent processes with laws PPP(α), PPP(α), and PD(α), respectively.
Proof. In the setting of Lemma 3.4 above, with A given byT ± (z), we may identify R η with h (±) (η, z) andR η j withh (±) (η, z), if j represents the child associated with the weight −z emanating from the root. Notice also that in this case one has that R η j is an independent copy of the random variableh (∓) (η, z). Thus from (3.14) one finds the distributional identities (3.18).
Next, observe that from (3.15) one has
where {ζ k } has law PD(α), while {h
Finally, again by (3.15) one has
where {ξ k } has law PPP(α),
where {ξ (ξ k , η, z) is the resolvent entry associated to the sub-tree rooted at vertex k obtained from the treeT − (z) by deleting the root ∅ and all its descendants except for k. We remark that in (3.22) , given {ξ k }, the variables {h
are independent but their law depends on {ξ k } in a non trivial way. We can however apply one more time the tree recursion (3.15) and obtain, for each k ∈ N: In principle, the system (3.20) should determine the law of h (−) and, via (3.18)- (3.19) , also the law of h (+) . However, we do not have a proof of the uniqueness of the solutions to these distributional equations.
We remark that in the special case z = 0, one hash (−) (η, 0) = h (−) (η, 0) and the above equations reduce to the following recursive distributional equation: 
(3.25)
Convergence of eigenvalues
Here we prove Theorem 1.2. Once the convergence of singular values in Theorem 1.1 has been obtained, we may follow the well known Hermitization strategy, see e.g. [21] and [11] , which allows one to prove µ M µ α as n → ∞, for some probability measure µ α by showing the uniform integrability of the function R ∋ x → | log(x)| with respect to the family of measures ν M −z . More precisely, we shall establish the following lemma. 
where
From (4.2) and Theorem 1.1, as shown in [11, Lem. 4.3] , one has that µ M µ α in probability, where µ α is the probability measure on C that satisfies
for almost all z ∈ C. Here, for any probability measure µ on C, the function
denotes the logarithmic potential. To improve the above convergence to the desired statement that µ M µ α a.s. (almost surely), we argue as follows. As in [11, Lem. 4.3] , it suffices to show that U µ M (z) converges almost surely. In particular, since the above facts show that U µ M (z) → U µα (z) in probability, it is now sufficient to prove that for a.a. z ∈ C there exists a deterministic sequence L n such that, almost surely,
By (4.1), and the Borel-Cantelli lemma, there exists b > 0 such that, almost surely
, then a.s. for every n large enough one has the identity
Since the total variation norm of f n is O(log n) the concentration inequality of [7, Lem. C.2] shows that
for some constant c > 0. Therefore, the conclusion follows from the Borel-Cantelli lemma
The above argument completes the proof of the almost sure converge µ M µ α as n → ∞, where µ α is a probability measure on the unit disc D of radius 1, that depends only on α ∈ (0, 1). The fact that µ α is supported on D follows from the fact that for each n the measure µ M is supported on D by the Perron-Frobenius theorem; see e.g. [15, Chap. 8] . From the identity (4.3), and the fact that ν α,z depends radially on z ∈ C one infers that µ α is a radially symmetric measure. Moreover, the finiteness of U µα (0) implies that µ α is not a Dirac mass at the origin. Similarly, one can observe that µ α is not concentrated on the unit circle |z| = 1. To this end, we will show that
From (4.4), the desired conclusion follows from
where the strict bound m 2 < 1 is obtained by direct computations as in Lemma 3.2.
To prove (4.4) we first observe that, by an inequality of Weyl, see e.g. [7, Lem. B.5], the eigenvalues of M satisfy
(4.5)
Thus, it remains to show that a.s. 6) as n → ∞. Indeed, for each K > 0, by weak convergence, this holds if we replace x by the truncation x ∧ K. Moreover, from Schwarz' and Markov's inequalities one has the uniform deterministic bound
where the last estimate follows from
Therefore, (4.6) follows by letting K → ∞. This ends the proof of Theorem 1.2 assuming the validity of Lemma 4.1. The rest of this section is concerned with the proof of Lemma 4.1. 
where B is the uniform bound on the probability density of the random variable x, which is available thanks to the assumption (H2), and K n is the inverse of the smallest singular value of the n × n matrix for some p > 0 and some sequence of events G n such that P(G n ) → 1, n → ∞. To prove (4.14), we shall follow very closely the strategy introduced in [7, Sec. 3] ; see also [11, Sec. 6] .
The following statement can be established with a straightforward adaptation of [7, Prop. 3.7] . Set a n = (cn) 1/α as in Lemma 2.1. Reasoning as in [7, Prop. 3.3] one has that the event F that δ j n (1−2γ)/α for all j = 1, . . . , n − i/2 has probability at least 1 − e −n δ for some δ > 0.
Taking expectation in (4.15), we get E is , for some new constant C > 0. If γ ∈ (0, 1/6) is fixed, and b > 0 is given, then we choose p such that p < γ/b and p < 2α(2 + α) so that the above expression is uniformly bounded.
